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PREFACE
In the continuance of this project, it was found that some of the dimensions used
for the high-temperature superconductive thermal bridges were incorrect. In addition, an
error was detected in the original analysis with the manganin thermal bridges.
Consequently, the dimensions of the high-temperature superconductive (HTS) thermal
bridges were modified, and the original analysis was redone. These changes indicated
some limitations of the computer program SINDA, specifically its inability to converge
to the correct temperature distributions for the modified HTS thermal bridge models.
Therefore, two versions of the different finite difference program, CONDUCT (two
dimensional version, Patankar, 1991, and three dimensional version, Creel and Nelson,
1994), were used. The results in this report reflect the answers obtained by CONDUCT;
and, thus, all data referenced by SINDA should be referenced by CONDUCT. However,
all the results shown are the updated values found using CONDUCT.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR THE EVALUATION OF
HIGH-Tc SUPERCONDUCTIVE THERMAL BRIDGES
IN A SENSOR SATELLITE
ABSTRACT
Infrared sensor satellites, which consist of cryogenic infrared sensor detectors,
electrical instrumentation, and data acquisition systems, are used to monitor the conditions
of the Earth's upper atmosphere in order to evaluate its present and future changes.
Currently, the electrical instrumentation (connections), which act as thermal bridges
between the cryogenic infrared sensor and the significantly warmer data acquisition unit
of the sensor satellite system, constitute a significant portio_n of the heat load on the
cryogen. As a part of extending the mission life of the sensor satellite system, the
researchers at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley Research
Center (NASA-LaRC) are evaluating the effectiveness of replacing the currently used
manganin wires with high-temperature superconductive (HTS) materials as the electrical
connections (thermal bridges). In conjunction with the study being conducted at NASA-
LaRC, the proposed research is to design a space experiment to determine the thermal
savings on a cryogenic subsystem when manganin leads are replaced by HTS leads
printed onto a substrate with a low thermal conductivity, and to determine the thermal
conductivities of HTS materials. The experiment is designed to compare manganin wires
with two different types of superconductors on substrates by determining the heat loss by
the thermal bridges and to provide temperature measurements for the estimation of
thermal conductivity. A conductive mathematical model has been developed and used as
a key tool in the design process and subsequent analysis. The analysis includes studying
the varioustypesof effects,suchasthe lengthof thethermalbridgeandthe heatflux at
thewarm endof the thermalbridge,on the one-dimensionalmathematicalmodels. The
results, which were obtained by using the pre-packagedfinite difference modeling
programsPATRAN (1990)andSINDA (1985),indicateabouta minimum of 5 percent
heatloadby BiSrCaCu20 x on Fused Silica substrate and maximum of almost 75 percent
heat load by the YBa2Cu307 on the Green substrate on the cryogen compared to the 20
percent heat load by the currently used manganin wires. The minimum heat load
translates to over 15 percent savings on the cryogen and 9 month extension on a 5-year
mission. Considering the majority of the HTS materials display heat loads under 15
percent, most of the HTS materials are potential replacements for the manganin wires as
the electrical leads because of their ability to decrease the heat load on the cryogen and
hence, increase the operational life of the cryogenic infrared detector sensor satellites.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The purpose of the cryogenic infrared detectors is to monitor the chemical radicals
present in the upper atmosphere in order to evaluate the present and future changes in the
Earth's environment. The infrared sensor satellites consist of three main systems -- the
cryogenic infrared detector, the data acquisition and storage electronics, and the electrical
instrumentation, as shown in Figure 1.1. The cryogenic infrared detectors, which are
typically made of Mercury Cedium Tellurium (HgCdTe), are used to detect and absorb
the radiation due to chemical radicals in the upper atmosphere. These detectors are
cooled constantly by a cryogenic refrigeration unit to maintain a temperature in the range
of 1.6 to 4 K, depending on the operational requirements of the type of the sensor
'satellite. The electronic signals representing the radiation data from the sensors are then
sent through the electrical instrumentation, specifically the currently used manganin wires,
to the data acquisition system for storage. Since the storage unit is kept at a considerably
warmer temperature (80 K) than the detector, the electrical leads act as thermal bridges;
i.e., they provide an avenue for heat to be transferred to the cryogenic infrared detector.
The mission life of the infrared sensors depends on the amount of cryogen
available; i.e., the slower the rate of the cryogen evaporation, the longer the life of the
satellite. Therefore, it is of interest to minimize the heat load on the cryogen by any
other components besides the heat load due to the radiation caused by the chemical
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radicals striking the detector. Two methods are available for decreasing the nonparasitic
heat load on the cryogen: improve the efficiency of the cryogenic refrigeration system,
and/or minimize the heat transfer through the electrical instrumentation (leads) to the
cryogenic infrared detectors. The present research project is focused on the second
method. The four parameters of the electrical leads which can be altered to reduce the
thermal transfer to the cryogenic infrared detectors are:
• select materials with low thermal conductance,
• decrease the temperature difference between the ends of the electrical
leads,
• minimize the number of electrical connections required,
• increase the physical length of the thermal bridges.
The temperature distribution along the leads depends on the temperatures at the
ends of the leads and the thermal properties of the leads. The ends of the leads are fixed
at 4 K for the cryogenic infrared detector and at 80 K for the data acquisition and storage
systems. Considering that the temperatures of the infrared detector and the data
.acquisition unit cannot be changed, the temperature difference between the two ends of
the electrical leads is fixed. The second option, that of minimizing the number of
electrical leads, cannot be exercised because the number of the leads determines the
functionality of the cryogenic infrared detector. Unless the infrared detector is changed,
the number of the electrical leads must remain the same. Therefore, only two of the
available options can be used in the research: using a material with low thermal properties
and increasing the physical length of the electrical leads can be used in the research.
Consequently,theAdvancedSensorSystemsgroupof theElectronicsDirectorate
attheNationalAeronauticsandSpaceAdministration'sLangleyResearchCenter(NASA-
LaRC) is currentlyinvestigatingthefeasibilityof usinghigh-temperaturesuperconductive
(HTS) films (leads)printedon low thermalconductingsubstratein placeof thepresently
usedwires madefrom manganin,analloy consistingof 84 percentcopper, 12percent
nickel, and4 percentmanganeseand havinga high thermal conductivity. One of the
reasonsfor thepresentinvestigationis thattheHTS leadshavebeendiscoveredto exhibit
lower thermalconductivitywhich translatesinto lower thermallosses.Concurrently,the
HTS materialspossess ufficientelectricalconductivityfor detectorapplications,where
typical currents are on the order of 1 NA. In fact, NASA-LaRC has considered
incorporating this technologyof HTS materialsfor future spacemissions,suchas the
Shuttle Infrared TelescopeFacility (SIRTF), AXAF, and the deep space astronomy
mission,ASTROMAG, andthe groundmissionSpectroscopyof the AtmosphereUsing
Far-InfraredEmissions(SAFIRE). Preliminaryinvestigationsof using HTS materials
haveindicateda 10to 15percentextensionon theoperationalife of thesemissionsbased
on the total heatload by theelectricalinstrumentationon the cryogenbeing at least20.
Therefore,the interestin buildingsimilar instrumentsfor otherremotesensingmissions
'existsin the future (Wiseet al., 1992). One of the first stepsthat NASA has taken to
incorporatethe useof theHTS materialswas in establishinga programto develophigh-
temperaturesuperconductive(HTS) materialsfor NASA-specific applications. At the
NASA GoddardSpaceFlight Center(GSFC),researchis beingconductedon bothbulk
materialandthin-film applicationsandhasdevelopedthecapability to manufactureand
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test the materialsin-house(Castleset al., 1988). As a resultof NASA's investigationin
the feasibility study of HTS materials,a spaceflightexperimentis being designedto
evaluatethe useof this superconductivetechnologyin the spaceenvironment.
1.1 Goals and Objectives
The goal of this thesis is to design a potential spaceflight experiment in
conjunction with NASA's proposal to assess the performance of high-temperature
superconductor (HTS) materials in lieu of manganin wires for use as electronic leads in
infrared detector sensor satellites (Wise et al., 1992). Based on the goal of this study, two
objectives were formulated in designing an experiment for a projected space launch in
1998. The objectives are:
1) quantitatively compare the performance of HTS materials and manganin
wires for use as electronic leads to cryogenic sensors, and
2) measure the thermal conductivity of HTS materials.
In order to accomplish these objectives, the experimental design is to consist of at least
two identical systems, which differ only in the thermal bridge materials. One system
would be manganin and the other(s) would be HTS films printed on low thermal
conducting substrate. All other sources of heat transfer such as convection, radiation, and
conduction due to other components excluding the thermal bridges in the experiment are
to be minimized by the use of radiation shields and vacuum chambers. In addition, the
design of the experiment will be constrained by the cartier and sensor satellite
requirements. The payload size, power, and weight available for the experiment in the
spaceshuttlewill restrict thoseparametersin the experimentaldesign. Since a high
vibrational load is placedon the experimentduring the spaceflightlaunch, the thermal
bridgesmade of HTS leadsneedto be mechanicallysupportedbecauseof the brittle
natureof the suhstrate.Manganinwireshavebeenshownin previousspaceflightsnot to
requiremechanicalsupports.Besidesthespaceflightrequirements,constraintsdueto the
sensorneedto be met in designingthis experiment. The sensorsatellite requiresthe
detectorleadsto be ableto transmit typical signalsof 1 _ or less and have current
density of 0.05 Alcm z. Finally, a resource constraint of a $30K budget has been set for
the project for economic feasibility.
CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
This section contains the chronological development of the different types of
superconductors and the application of high-temperature superconductors (HTS) and
discusses the issues important in the application of HTS materials in various technological
fields, especially in space.
2.1 Development of Applied Superconduclivity
Application of superconductivity was not considered possible until the 1950's and
the 1960's. In fact, actual applications of high-temperature superconductors did not
become feasible until the mid-1980's. Before then, the discovery and development of the
.theory of superconductors occupied the scientists, physicians, and engineers of this field.
2.1.1 Discovery of Low-Temperature (Type I) Superconductors
Superconductivity was first observed in mercury by Professor Heike Kamerlingh
Onnes at the University of Leiden in 1911. He was examining the contemporary view
that the electrical resistance of metals has two components, one due to the scattering of
the conduction electrons by the thermal vibrations of the metallic atoms, and one due to
their scattering by the impurities in the metal. The first component was expected to
decrease continuously with falling temperature and vanish at 0 K. The second was
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regardedasessentiallyindependentof temperature(Hunt,1989). Therefore,Kamerlingh
Onneswas interestedin observinghow small a resistancemercurycould attainat liquid
helium temperature.The reasonfor choosingmercurywas that a relatively high purity
of mercurywaseasilyattained(Nagamiya,1969). His work showedthat the resistivity,
insteadof decreasingcontinuouslywith failing temperature,disappearedsharplyat 4.15
.K, andthat this behaviorwasnot greatlyalteredby thepresenceof impurities. Hence,
the existenceof a new state of mercury characterizedby the absenceof electrical
resistivity cameto berecognized,andto beknownasthe "superconducting"state(Alien,
1969). As aresult of his study,KamerlinghOnnesdiscoveredthetransitiontemperature
(To)which is the maximumtemperatureat which superconductivitycan exist without
being destroyed(Allen, 1969). The superconductorsdiscoveredduring this time were
distinguishedas 'Ideal', 'Type I', or 'soft' superconductors.Type I superconductorsare
usuallya certain type of metal,particularlythosethat havelow melting points and are
mechanicallysoft andeasilyobtainedin pure,strain-freeconditions(Allen,1969).
Kamerlingh Onnesshowed that a superconductoris a perfect conductor, but
Meissner and Ochsenfeld(1933) showedthat a superconductorhas very interesting
magnetic properties. The superconductingstate possessedthe entirely independent
property of excluding magnetic flux completely,except in the neighborhoodof the
surface. For instance,if a superconductoris approachedby a magneticfield, screening
currentsareset upon its surface. Thesescreeningcurrentscreateanequalbut opposite
magneticeffect, therebycancelingthemagneticfield andleaving a netmagneticfield of
zero inside the superconductor.This phenomenonis known as the "MeissnerEffect".
8
The MeissnerEffect occursonly if themagneticfield is relativelysmall. If themagnetic
field becomestoo greatandexceedsthecritical magneticfield (He),acharacteristicof the
superconductingmaterial,it penetratestheinterior of the metal andtherebydestroysits
superconductivity(Hunt, 1989).
Thetheoryof TypeI superconductorshasbeenderivedandvalidatedby Bardeen,
Cooperand Schrieffer (1957). The theory of Bardeen,Cooper,and Schrieffer (BCS
theory)definedthat the interactionbetweenelectronsandphonons(vibrationalmodesin
.thelatticeof atomsmakingup thematerial)leadsto apairingof electrons. Theelectrons,
which normally repeleachother,developamutual attractionandform twosomescalled
Cooper pairs. At low temperatures,theseso-calledCooper pairs condenseinto an
electricalsuperfluid,with energylevelsadiscreteamountbelowthoseof normalelectron
states(known as the superconductingenergygap). According to Schrieffer, "all the
electronscondenseinto asinglestate,andtheyflow asatotally frictionlessfluid." (Hunt,
1989).
2.1.2 Discovery of High-Temperature Superconductors
Soon after Meissner, a Russian physicist, Schubnikov (1937) found that some
superconductors seem to allow flux penetration. When the applied magnetic field is
above a lower critical field, called Hcf, the flux begins to penetrate but the material
remains superconducting until a higher critical field, the upper critical field, I-I_2 is
reached. The materials which displayed this type of behavior were named as "Type II
Superconductors", distinguishing from the "Type I" superconductors discovered earlier
9
(Bardeen,1968).
In Type II superconductors,the flux is penetratedby meansof quantizedvortex
lines aboutwhich electronscirculateandgive riseto amagneticfield. Abrikosov (1953)
worked out hisnow famoustheoryof TypeII superconductorsbasedon flux penetration
in theform of an arrayof quantizedvortex lines. The basisof the earlierunderstanding
of Type II superconductorsis thetheoryof Ginzburg,Laudau,Abrikosov, andGor'kov,
also known as GLAG theory (Bardeen, 1968). There is no confirmation if the
phenomenonof the Type II superconductorscurrently discoveredis explainedby the
GLAG theory.
Eventually,theinterestin superconductivitygraduallydeclineduntil Alex Mueller
and Georg Bednorz, scientistsat the IBM Zurich Laboratory, sparked the recent
excitement in 1986. They had spentmuch of 1984 and 1985 looking for high Tc
superconductivityin a classof metal oxide ceramicmaterialscalled perovskites. In
Januaryof 1986,they found indicationsof superconductivityat approximately30 K in
barium lanthanumcopperoxide (Hunt, 1989). This superconductingphasewas soon
identified as the compoundLaE.xBa_CuO4at the University of Tokyo and elsewhere.
Towardsthe end of 1986,Tcwaselevatedto 40 K by replacingbarium with strontium
in this formula (GeballeandHulm, 1988).
Early in 1987,Chu and his associatesfound superconductivitynear 95 K in a
mixedphasesamplecontainingyttrium,barium,copper,andoxygen.This superconductor
was identified as YBaECu3OT.However, this suddenadvancefrom 23 K to 95 K in
superconductorswas not only unpredictedby theory, but appearsto be beyond the
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capabilityof theGLAG theoryto explain. TheknownstableTypeII superconductorsup
to now are YBaeCu307 and BiSrCaCuEOy (BSCCO). The BSCCO oxide has T c of about
105 K, being higher than that of YBazCu307 by more than 10 K (Maeda et al., 1988).
2.2 High-Temperature (Type II) Superconductors
High-temperature superconductors, also known as Type II superconductors, are a
type of superconductor with two critical magnetic fields. They allow flux penetration
when the applied magnetic field exceeds the first critical magnetic field, Hcf, and the
superconductivity of the material is not destroyed until the magnetic field exceeds the
second critical magnetic field, He2. The following describes in details the characteristics
and the structure of HTS materials.
2.2.1 HTS Materials Characteristics
A larger number of so-called high-temperature superconductors are now known
to exist in two basic types (the so-called 40 K and the 95 K [for 1-2-3] materials) and
more recently, BiSrCaCthOx. The YBa_Cu3OT_ x, so-called 1-2-3, compounds are highly
sensitive to oxygen content, changing from semiconducting, at YBaeCu306.5 to
superconducting at near YBa2fu307, without losing their crystalline integrity (Geballe and
Hulm, 1988). To date, this material has been synthesized in polycrystalline bulk and
oriented thin-film forms; high-temperature superconductivity has been observed in these
materials only when the oxygen content is seven oxygen atoms per molecule (x=2)
'(Iafrate, 1988). The high sensitivity of their properties to oxygen content is due to the
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apparenteasewith which oxygencan move in and out of the molecularlattice (Hunt,
1989). Surprisingly,the substitutionof the other rare earths,even magneticones,for
yttrium in the95K compoundsresultsin very little changein superconductingproperties,
such asthe critical temperatureTc (Geballeand Hulm, 1988). More recently, copper-
oxide ceramicscontainingbismuthor thalliumhavebeenfound,knownasBiSrCaCu2Ox
(BSCCO),with thecritical temperaturesin therange,respectively,of 110K and 125K
(Hunt, 1989). The BSCCOmaterialis formedfrom a rare-earthmaterialsimilar to the
YBCO, but BSCCOmaterialshaveslightly differentsuperconductiveproperties,suchas
To,Jc,andI-I_. The differencesin thesuperconductivepropertiesfor thesetwo typesof
rareearthmaterialsareprovidedin moredetailsin thefollowing sections.
2.2.1.1 YBa2Cu307 Properties
YBa2Cu307 samples generally exhibit extremely high upper critical fields.
.Preliminary measurements indicate that for single crystals, H¢2 is anisotropic; that is, it
is dependent upon field direction relative to the a-, b-, or c-axes of the orthorhombic
lattice shown in Figure 2 (Choi et al., 1992). Values for I-I¢2for 1-2-3 phase ranging from
30 tesla [T] (c-axis) to 150 T (a- or b-axes) are reported at 4.2 K (Hunt, 1989). The tesla
is a SI unit (1 N/(C-rn/2)) for measuring the magnetic field. At 0 K, Hc2 is estimated to
be between 80 and 180 T in the Y-Ba-Cu-O system investigated (Wu et al., 1987).
Due to the anisotropic characteristics, the 1-2-3 ceramics show differences of as
much as 30:1 in the critical current density (Jc), which is the maximum amount of
12
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Figure 2.1. Orthorhombic Strucutre of YBCO Unit Cell
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electricity allowedto flow throughagivenperarea,dependingongrainorientation. The
grain boundariesseemto bethe primaryculprit for thecurrentdensitylimitations rather
than the anisotropy(Hunt, 1989). The grain boundaries,for example,may be regions
wherethesuperconductivityis degraded,andsuchweaklinks candominatethebehavior
(GeballeandHulm, 1988). In zeroappliedmagneticfield, thehighestJcreportedat 77
K for bulk polycrystallineYBa2Cu3OT. x materials is about 103 AJcm 2, with Jc values in the
range of 200 A/cm 2 being more usual (Ekin et al., 1987)
2.2.1.2 BiSrCaCu20 x Properties
At zero magnetic field, the majority of transitions for the BSCCO superconductor
occured above 103 K, with the onset transition temperature being 115 K. The critical
current density for the BiSrCaCu20 x sample is 0.6 mA/cm 2 at 100 K, which is very small
compared to YBCO (Kumakura et al., 1988). The BSCCO materials are more limited in
their applicability because of the lower critical current density; i.e. the YBCO can be used
in more applications. Also for BSCCO phase, the second critical magnetic field (I-L2) at
.77 K, estimated from a linear extrapolation, is 41 T and 245 T for the midpoint of the
transition resistivity. These He2 values are about twice as large as those for the Ba-Y-Cu-
O system. This is due to a larger temperature difference between T_ and the liquid
nitrogen temperature (T c = 77 K) in the BSCCO system. The He1 of BSCCO is about 4.5
mT at 77 K. This I-L_ value is much smaller than that of the Ba-Y-Cu-O compound
(Kumakura et al., 1988).
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2.2.2 High-Temperature Superconductor Structure
The Type II superconductors occur in at least two crystalline forms which are
closely related to the perovskite structure, ABO 3. The common feature of these
compounds are the sheets of Cu-O bonds. The first new superconductor of Type II,
Lal.ssSr0.15CuO * (I"c -- 40 K) was derived by doping the parent compound La2CuO4 (the
so-called 214 phase) which occurs in the tetragonal K2NiF4 structure type. The
superconductivity of the second remarkable class of oxide superconductors, typified by
YBa2Cu307 (YBCO) (To - 95 K), the so-called 123 phase and BiSrCaCu2Ox, are not
derived by metallic doping, as in the 214 phase (Geballe and Hulm, 1988).
2.3 Application of High-Temperature Superconductors
The theoretical basis for electronic applications did not appear until 1962. Brian
Josephson, then a graduate student at Cambridge University, analyzed what would happen
at the intersection of two superconductors separated by a thin insulating barrier (now
called a Josephson Junction). He predicted that a supercurrent would tunnel right through
the barrier and that there would be no voltage across the barrier as long as the
supercurrent did not exceed a critical value. He also predicted that a voltage across the
.barrier would create a high-frequency alternating supercurrent. His predictions defied
common sense and they evoked considerable skepticism, but John Rowell, Phil Anderson,
and S. Shapiro verified them experimentally in 1963 (Hunt, 1989).
However, the flurry of activity in application did not occur until the late 1980's.
A rule of thumb for general applications is that materials must be operated at a
15
.temperatureof 3/4Tcor below. At about3/4Tc,critical fields havereachedroughlyhalf
their low-temperaturelimit, andcritical currentdensitiesroughlya quarterof their limit.
Thus, to operateat liquid nitrogentemperature(77 K), onewould like Tcnear 100 K,
makingthe 95 K materialjust sufficient (Hunt, 1989). Sincethe HTS materialswith Tc
near100K werenot discovereduntil thelate 1980's,theapplicationof theHTS materials
hasonly recentlybeenfeasible.
2.3.1 Areas of Application of High-Temperature Superconductors
Applications of superconductivity have spanned a wide range of technical areas;
geophysics, high-energy physics, materials science and medicine, to name a few (Geballe
'and Hulm, 1988). Near-term prospects for high-temperature superconductivity
applications include magnetic shielding, the voltage standard, Superconducting Quantum
Interference Devices (SQUID), infrared sensors, microwave devices, and analog signal
processing (Hrovat et al., 1992). Longer-term prospects include large-scale applications
such as microwave cavities; power transmission lines; and superconducting magnets in
generators, energy storage devices, particle accelerators, rotating machinery, medical
imaging systems, levitated vehicles, and magnetic separators. In electronics, long-term
prospects include computer applications with semiconducting superconducting hybrids,
Josephson devices, or novel transistor-like superconducting devices. Several of these
technologies will have military applications (Hunt, 1989).
In each application, it is the capability for vastly improved performance or the
ability to perform tasks which were not previously feasible which is the incentive for the
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useof superconductivity(GeballeandHulm, 1988). Areaswherethe bestpossiblenoise
performanceis desiredare in spaceapplicationsof microwaveand infrared detectors
.centeringon radio and infrared astronomyand on communications(Sullivan and
Vorreiter, 1979). In fact, theuseof HTS materialsfor sensorleadsfor severalsensing
systemsin millimeter and infraredrangeswill providebetternoise isolation and focal
planethermalisolation;i.e.,theceramicsuperconductorsprovidestheability to thermally
isolate one spacecraftsystemfrom anotherwhile reducing the electrical losses. In
addition,the incorporationof HTSmaterialsensuresareducedcryogenicrequirementand
higher-frequencyoperation(KrishenandIgnatiev,1988).
2.3.2 Requirements for Using HTS Materials
There are two major issues which need to be resolved before viable applications
of HTS materials can be realized. The first, the materials issue, concerns the processing
requirements; i.e., the synthesis of stable, reproducible materials with useable
electromagnetic properties and current densities. It is not obvious at the present time, for
example, whether the oxygen stoichiometry and ordering can be controlled well enough
at the critical surfaces and interfaces to make reliable devices with predictable
characteristics. Chemical stability is also limited because oxygen leaves the structure
under vacuum, even at room temperature. Superface protection techniques need to be
developed to allow satisfactory performance and lifetime of the materials under various
conditions of storage and operation. These concerns are heightened in thin films, in
which, for some applications, the chemical composition of the outer atomic layers need
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the surfaceto bemaintainedthroughmanyprocessingsteps,andin which diffusion into
the substrateinterfacecould degradesuper-conductingproperties(Hunt, 1989). The
second,the conceptsissue,involvesthe elucidationof fundamentalphysical limitations
inherent in the phenomenaof high-temperaturesuperconductivity. It is not obvious
whether the outstandingsignal-to-noisecharacteristics,which make the presentlyused
sensorsthat operateat 4 K so desirable,will be sufficiently good if the operating
temperatureis raisedto 77 K (Iafrate,1988).
2.3.3 Processing of HTS Films
Ever since the discovery of HTS, the utilization of superconductors as thin films
has become possible. Over the past years, many different deposition techniques have
been studied in creating thin films, including electron beam evaporation, sputtering,
molecular beam epitaxy, laser evaporation, and metalorganic deposition (Aslam, et al.,
1988).
However, there are very few processes by which thin films have been proven to
be effective because of the problem of fabricating thin or thick films of high-temperature
superconductors on dielectric substrates (Hunt, 1989). The most apparent aspect of the
problem is the chemical degradation of the film, specifically a decrease in the temperature
for zero resistivity (Cima et al., 1988). The following discussion considers the most
popular and feasible method, screen printing, because HTS films by the screen printing
process yield the materials with the higher Tc's widely necessary for the processing of
electronic devices (Koinuma et al., 1987).
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Screenprinting is arelativelysimplemethodwhichhasbeenexploredby NASA
and by others. Reportsfrom NASA focus on the strong influence of the substrate
material on the characteristicsof the screen-printedYBa_Cu3OT__films (Bansalet al.,
1988). In order to apply screen-printedthick films to electronicdevices,it is necessary
to producethick films with strongc-axis orientationto obtain a high critical current
density(TabuchiandUtsumi, 1988).
One way of producingscreen-printedHTS leads on substrateis to begin by
preparingthepowderswith nominalcompositionsof (Yb0.zsBao.75)3Cu3Og._(powderA) and
(Ybo.3zBao.6s)3Cu309._(powderB) by mixingtheprescribedamountsof Yb203,BaCO3,and
CuO in ethanol,calciningthe driedmixtureat 900 °C for 12h, pulverizing thecalcined
product,andfurthercalciningthepowderat 900 °C for 2 h (powderA) or at 900 °C for
2 clays(powderB). Yb-Ba-Cu-Opasteis preparedby mixing the powderandhepthyl
alcohol in an agatemortarandis printedon severalkinds of substrate(quartz,alumina,
yttrium-stabilizedzirconia (YSZ), andLa2CuO4)througha 150meshsilk screen. After
drying in vacuoat 150 °C for morethan6 h, theprintedfilms aresinteredin air at 900
°C for 0.5 to 5 h (Koinumaet al., 1987).
Most results show that the superconductingtransition temperature,surface
smoothness,resistivity,crystalstructure,andadhesionof thesefilms arehighly sensitive
to the post-printingheattreatmentin the screenprinting method. Highly adherentand
smoothfilms, which attainazerostateat 79 K, havebeensynthesizedby optimizing the
annealingconditions(Budhaniet al., 1987).
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2.3.4 Possible Substrates for Applications
There are basically four known dielectric substrate material candidates: fused
silica (SiO2), Yttrium-Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ), Alumina (Al203), and Magnesia (MgO).
The superconductors printed on fused silica and YSZ prove to be superconducting, but
when printed on alumina and magnesia, YBCO and BSCCO prove to be insulators (Wise
et al., 1992).
Although YSZ's dielectric behavior does not suit many electronic applications, its
refractory nature has led many to believe that its chemical interactions may be sufficiently
'slow to allow extended thermal treatment of deposited films without significant chemical
degradation. YSZ, however, is not completely inert to Barium-Yttrium-Copper (BYC):
degradation manifests itself as a lower critical temperature for BYC films on YSZ
substrates. Cima et al. (1988) describe results of experiments indicating the chemical
reactions by which BYC films degrade on YSZ substrates.
These results indicate that the BYC completely decomposes to BaZrO 3 in the
presence of ZrO 2. The overall chemical reaction can be represented as:
2Ba 2YCu306. 5+4ZrO2--)4BaZrO 3+4CuO +Y2Cu205 (1)
The driving force for this reaction is provided by the high chemical stability of
BaZrO 3. The reaction between BYC and YSZ thus appears to proceed by barium removal
from BYC, yielding yttrium- and copper-rich material. If local thermodynamic
equilibrium in the film is maintained throughout this process, the extraction proceeds with
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the formation of CuO and a transientappearanceof BaY2CuO5(211 or GreenPhase)
followed by YzCu205formation. Thus, the primary degradationmechanisminvolves
bariumloss from thefilm ratherthanfilm contaminationby substratematerial (Cima, et
al., 1988). SinceBaY2CuO5(211Phase)is a compoundwhich is stable,it is a possible
substratecandidate(Cimaet al., 1988).
Typically, films depositeddirectly on SiO2show very broadtransitionswith Tc
below40 K for SiO2substrates.Studiessuggestthat the poor quality of thesefilms is
due to the severeinteractionbetweenthe films and the SiO2substrate(Aslam et al.,
1988). Buffer layers help to overcomestrong substratereactions, with especially
favorablecombinationsbeingZrOJAg andMgO/Nb (GurvitchandFiory, 1987). Several
researchgroupshaveinvestigatedtheuseof a buffer layer (e.g.,ZrO2,andAg) between
the YBaCuO films and the SiO2substrateto suppressthe diffusional effects. The most
successfulresultsappeartobethoseobtainedby Mogro-CamperoandTurner (1988),who
very recentlyreportedTc = 83 K for furnace-annealedfilms on SiOJSi substrateswith
a ZrO2buffer layer (Aslamet al., 1988).
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CHAPTER 3
Experimental Plan
In order to accomplish the objectives and goals of this thesis, an experimental
design is needed to accurately mimic the thermal conditions of actual sensor satellites.
Therefore, the experimental design was formulated to follow a strategic plan containing
the following:
A liquid-helium temperature of 4 K at one end of the thermal bridge
corresponding to the temperature of the cryogenic infrared detector,
• A temperature of 80 K at the warm end of the thermal bridge
corresponding to the temperature of the data acquisition and storage
system,
• A measurable heat flux to maintain the temperature at the warm end,
• The minimization of all other modes of heat transfer, including convection,
radiation, and conduction through any other components excluding the
thermal bridges, and
• The capability of withstanding the vibrational loads associated with the
spaceflight launch.
• A means of quantitatively comparing different types of thermal bridges
The remaining subsections contain the description of the overall preliminary design
as well as the details of the thermal bridges and the method used to perform the thermal
conductivity measurements.
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3.1 Preliminary Design of the Experiment
The preliminary design of the experiment, shown as Figure 3.1, has been
completed. There are basically three major components: the liquid helium dewar, the
cryostat, and three identical vacuum chambers which contain three different types of
•electronic lead (thermal bridges). For operation on the shuttle flight, there are weight and
power limitations of 91 kg and 200 W, respectively. The experimental design meets these
requirements because the estimated weight and power are 50 kg and 40 W, respectively.
The remaining subsections describe in detail the specific components of the experimental
design. These components were designed using some of the same ideas incorporated in
the future space experiment satellite, MIDAS. MIDAS, which NASA is currently
completing, is the first experiment that will test and use the HTS materials as possible
electrical connections in space.
3.1.1 Details of the Cryogenic Refrigeration System
The cryogenic cooling concept, which incorporates a liquid helium dewar, is used
in several infrared mission satellites such as the Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS), the
Cosmic Background Explorer (Cobe) mission (Volz et al., 1990), and the Shuttle Infrared
Telescope Facility (SIRTF) (Lee, 1990; Sherman, 1983).
this experimental design. This experimental design,
It has been used as a basis for
however, has an additional
component in the cooling system, the cryostat shown in detail in Figure 3.2. The liquid
helium from the dewar is fed to the cold tip of the thermal bridges in the vacuum
chambers by way of an open-cycled cryostat. The open-cycled cryostat is the Heli-tran
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Figure 3.2. Detailed View of the Heli-Tran LT-3-110
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LT-3-110 model from APD CryogenicsInc. The function of the cryostat involves an
externalpressuresourceforcing the cryogenout of thestoragedewarand throughthe
transferline's flow-regulatingneedlevalveto thecold end. A filter in thedewarbayonet
end screensout foreign matter. Thetransferline's patentedinternal-suspensionsystem
and independentshieldingcircuit minimizeheatleak of the cryogenasit flows through
the line. In the LT-3 cold end, flow througha heatexchangerservesastheconductive-
cooling interface for the sampleholder. The sampleholder is enclosedin a vacuum
shroudwhich in theexperimentaldesignis thethermalbridgehousingarea. Thisvacuum
shroudsealswith thecold endvia high-vacuumO-ringseals. Thecold endandvacuum
shroudareeasily rotatedin anyorientationduringoperation. After cooling the sample,
the helium -- now a gas-- conductivelycools the radiationshield beforeleaving the
cold end. This exhaustinggasis heatedto preventcryogenicburnsandfrost buildupon
the cold end andvacuumshroud.
3.1.2 Details of the Thermal Bridge Housing Area
The thermal bridge housing area (vacuum shroud) of the cryostat serves as the
'holding place for the thermal bridges. A cross-sectional view of the three identical
vacuum chambers, which only differ in the material type, is provided as Figure 3.3. The
details of the HTS thermal bridge housing area is provided as Figure 3.4. A vacuum
environment of 6.8x10 6 atm exists in the chambers to minimize the convective losses.
The thermal bridges are encased in an area surrounded by radiation shields to minimize
the losses due to radiation. As seen in Figure 3.4, the thermal bridges are held between
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a steady heat flux controlled by a heater at one end to maintain an approximate
temperature of 80 K and at the other end by a copper block. The copper is in direct
contact with a cryogenically cooled disk controlled by a temperature controller to provide
a steady, f'Lxed temperature of 4 K. A suggested temperature controller to be used is
Model 9600-1 SI Instrument digital temperature indicator/controller from APD Cryogenics
Inc., which is a single-channel device.
The experimental set-up provides a method to calculate the heat loss due to the
various types of thermal bridges, which is one of the objectives of the research. The heat
.loss can be determined by calculating the heat transfer through the copper block using
simple conduction analysis. In order to perform the analysis, the temperature gradient
across the copper block and the thermal conductivity and dimensions of the copper block
need to be known. The only unknown variable is the temperature at the end of the
copper block which is in contact with the thermal bridge. One way to measure this
temperature is through the use of a temperature sensor. The experimental design requires
two temperature sensors for each thermal bridge, which is a total of six temperature
sensor indicators for all the thermal bridges, since the temperatures at both ends of the
thermal bridge need to be determined. Digital temperature indicators are available with
four and eight channels. Therefore, the model series 9300 with eight channels will be
selecte, since the experiment requires a minimum of six channels. The two extra sensors
will be used to monitor the temperature of the radiation shields. The temperature sensors
used for the experiment will be Model Si-410 silicon diode thermometer Group AA (APD
Cryogenics Inc.) which provides an accuracy of _+0.1 K from 1.5 to 25 K, which meets
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therequirementof providingasteadyfixed temperatureat thecold end. The temperature
readingswill be takenfrom the sensorsvia wires which are routedthrough the hollow
centerpole asshownin Figure3.3. This hollow pole is to bemadefrom the sametype
of materialusedin themechanicalsupportsto minimize conductionlosses. The losses
through the sensorwires and the mechanicalsupportswill be included in future work
pertainingto this project.
3.1.3 Spaceflight Requirements
Finally, the design of the experiment needs to meet the requirement of surviving
the vibrational loads of 12.6 g rms during the space launch. The manganin wires have
.already been qualified in actual spaceflight missions and do not require additional
structural supports. However, the HTS leads on the substrate do require structural
supports because of their brittle nature.
A preliminary structural analysis has been performed by Becky A. Spencer, an
undergraduate student in the Department of Engineering Science Mechanics at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University (VPI & SU). In the structural analysis, several
support mechanisms have been considered and studied. Although there is no specific
support design for the experiment, there are specific requirements set for the support
mechanisms in respect to the experimental design. For instance, the material for the
mechanical supports is chosen to be G-10CR which is a material that retains its properties
at cryogenic conditions. Secondly, the supports are fixed to the sides of the vacuum
chambers. For the actual spaceflight, NASA will be performing a complete structural
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analysisto qualify the experimentfor launch.
3.1.4 Determination of Thermal Conductivity
The experimental design includes the capability to determine the temperature
distributions along the thermal bridges and hence, the measurement of the thermal
conductivity of the HTS materials. The analysis for the estimation of the thermal
conductivity is beyond the scope of this thesis; however, a brief description of the process
is given here. The Box-Kanemasu method, using the experimental and analytical
temperature distributions of the HTS materials, is implemented to determine the thermal
conductivity of these materials. The Box-Kanemasu method is based on the minimization
of an objective function, specifically the least squares functions which include both the
experimental and the analytical temperatures. The objective function equation is
n
S=_ (Y_-T.) 2, (2)
i
where Y_ are the measured temperatures, T_ are the calculated temperatures, and S is the
The thermal conductivity is a function of temperature and can beobjective function.
represented by:
K(T) =a o+alT+a2 T2 +... +anT '_ (3)
The purpose of the method is to minimize the objective function with respect to
the unknown parameters at, a_..... a_. One approach to do this is to differentiate Eqn (2)
with respect to each of the unknown parameters, set the resulting expressions equal to
zero, and then solve for the unknown values. Box-Kanemasu method is an iterative
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schemeto perform this minimizationprocedure.Detailsof the procedurearegiven by
Beck andArnold (1977).
3.1.5 Materials
The materials used for the experiment are the manganin wires and the HTS films
printed on a ceramic type substrate. There are five possible superconductodsubstrate
combinations: YBa2Cu307. x lines on yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ, 10wt%, cubic);
BiSrCaCthO x lines on YSZ; YBa2Cu3OT. x lines on fused silica (3000 A buffer layer of
zirconia); BiSrCaCu20 x lines on fused silica (3000 A buffer layer of zirconia); and
YBa2Cu3OT.x lines on 211 (Green) Phase.
In the case of fused silica, a buffer layer of zirconia (ZrO 2) is deposited onto the
fused silica substrate prior to printing of the superconductor lines to prevent chemical
reaction and to alleviate the thermal expansion mismatches between the superconducting
material and the substrate. This layer is deposited by reactive sputtering of zirconium
metal in a AdO2 atmosphere in an approximate thickness of 3000 A (a conservative
number).
In general, the superconductor/substrate thermal bridge is prepared by depositing
HTS materials on the substrate by screen-printing from superconductive pastes. The
superconductive powder is prepared by NASA in-house, mixed with a proprietary solution
paste (Dupont), and the paste is then screened by a silk mesh using a traditional printer.
The selection of the substrate was based on NASA research in which the thermal
calculations showed that the superconductive leads printed onto YSZ and fused silica
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substratessignificantlyreducedthethermalloadon theliquid heliumdewar(Wise et al.,
1992).
Sincethereareonly threechambersavailablewithin theexperimentaldesign,only
two of the five combinationsof the HTS materialsand the manganinmodel will be
selectedfor theactualspaceflight.However,for thepresentthe analysiswill include all
the materials.
3.1.6 Dimensions of the Thermal Bridges
Each thermal bridge contains a minimum of 60 detector leads; this set value is
used to ensure that the electrical leads meet the electrical requirement of a cryogenic
infrared detector which typically transmits signals of 1 _A or less. In the case of
manganin, these are 40 AWG wires encased in a thin layer of Kapton insulation (about
0.0254 mm thickness or less). In the case of HTS materials, the superconductors are 60
HTS leads printed onto a 152.4 mm long by 9.144 mm wide by 0.1524 mm thick
substrate as seen in Figure 3.5. Each HTS lead is 0.0508 mm wide by 0.0508 mm thick.
The spacing between the leads is 0.1016 mm. Details of HTS dimensions are shown on
Figure 3.6.
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CHAPTER 4
Mathematical Model Analysis
The mathematical models, using programs PATRAN (1990) and SINDA (1985),
were constructed to analyze the thermal loads by the electrical leads on the cryogenic
system and the temperature distributions along the thermal bridges. The analysis
evaluated the effects of two variables: the length of the thermal bridge and the increased
or decreased heat flux at the warm end of the electrical leads. All cases include the
results which compare the differences of the temperature distributions and the thermal
loads on the cryogen between the manganin and the different HTS materials. The
following paragraphs summarize the methods used to perform the analysis. Procedures
for using the software PATRAN and SINDA are provided in Appendix D.
4.1 Analysis Methodology
The mathematical analysis involves the construction of the thermal bridges in
PATRAN and SINDA with the correct boundary conditions that accurately represent the
thermal conditions of the thermal bridges (electrical instrumentation) in a sensor satellite.
The boundary conditions involve providing a temperature at one end of the thermal bridge
and a constant heat flux at the other end. A schematic of the boundary conditions on a
HTS thermal bridge is provided as Figure 4.1. The temperature boundary condition, 4
K, represents the cold end of the cryogenic infrared detector. The constant heat flux
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is provided to maintain the heat flux end of the thermal bridge at approximately 80 K to
represent the data acquisition and storage systems in a sensor satellite. Using these
boundary conditions, the analysis of the temperatures along the x- and y-axis of the
thermal bridges is performed. First, the constant heat fluxes were calculated using a one-
dimensional parallel flow assumption even though the heat transfer through the thermal
bridges is two-dimensional between the HTS leads and the substrate. Then the
temperature distribution was calculated with SINDA at the interface of the superconductor
.and substrate material using a network representation consisting of a series of
combinations of the resistances of the substrate and the superconductor materials in
parallel configuration as shown in Figure 4.2. This is how SINDA represents two parallel
paths in intimate thermal content. Since the heat fluxes were calculated based on the
assumption of a one-dimensional parallel flow, the temperature at the location of the
applied heat flux may not always be equal to exactly 80 K. In this case, the heat flux
was adjusted, i.e. increased or decreased accordingly, until a temperature of 80 K was
obtained.
4.2 Heat Flux Calculation
In order to determine the heat flux for the boundary condition of the thermal
bridges, the one-dimensional conduction equation
/I =K(T) d T, (4)q
ay
where K(T) is the thermal conductivity, q" is the heat flux, T is the temperature, and y is
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the distance along the thermal bridges, was used. This equation is solved by separation
of variables and integration from 4 K to 80 K while holding q" constant, that is
q /, _Ldy-_ f4_°XK(T)dT. (5)
Since K is a function of the temperature, integration of the thermal conductivities were
determined using the experimental data. Graphs of these experimental data for the
thermal conductivities are shown in Figures 4.3 through 4.10. Numerical integration of
the thermal conductivities over the temperatures from 4 K to 80 K is performed using a
FORTRAN program QFLUX.FOR. Details of this program are included as Appendix A
in the thesis. Other thermal conductivity data required for the heat flux calculations are
'the thermal conductivities of Kapton insulation, which is 0.16 W/m-K (Minco, 1993), and
stycast, which is 1.00416 W/m-K (Emerson and Cuming, 1994). The Kapton material is
used to insulate the manganin wires from the surrounding and stycast is used to adhere
the thermal bridge to the copper block at the cold end in the experimental design. The
resulting heat fluxes, calculated by the Fortran program QFLUX.FOR for the different
types of materials, are tabulated in Table 4.1.
The heat fluxes for the combination of superconductors and substrate materials
were then calculated using the heat fluxes for each component (Table 4.1). Using a
parallel flow configuration for the heat transfer through the HTS materials, the heat flux
at the warm end can be calculated by first determining the total heat transfer due to the
different materials and then dividing the total sum by the total cross-sectional area. For
example, consider the YBa2Cu3OT_ x (YBCO)/Yttrium-Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ) thermal
bridge. The YBCO heat flux is multiplied by the total cross-sectional area of the
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Table 4.1. Boundary Condition Heat Flux of the Thermal Bridges (152.4 mm)
Materials Heat Flux (W/m 2) Heat Flux (W/m 2) Percentage
(from QFLUX.FOR) (from Curve- Difference
Fitting) (%)
YBa2Cu3OT_ x 1411.47 1404.94 0.46
BiSrCaCu2Ox 380.05 378.52 0.40
Yttrium-
Stabilized 380.1 378.78 0.35
Zirconia
Fused 132.02 131.97 0.04
Silica (SiO2)
Zirconia 968.57 972.36 0.39
Manganin 3321.5 3323.84 0.07
Green (211) 2526.98 2529.70 0.11
Phase
superconductor leads, 0.1548 mm 2, to obtain the total heat transfer through the leads. The
YSZ heat flux is multiplied by the total cross-sectional area of the substrate, 1.3935 mm 2,
to determine the total heat transfer through the substrate. Then the heat transfer by the
superconductor leads and the substrate are added together to obtain the total heat transfer
for this thermal bridge type. Finally, this total value is divided by the total area, 1.548
mm 2, to obtain the heat flux of the YBCO/YSZ thermal bridge. The same method is
applied in calculating the heat fluxes of the other superconductor/substrate thermal
bridges. These results are tabulated in Table 4.2.
The different cases considered the effect of the lengths (152.4 mm and 101.6 mm)
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Table4.2. BoundaryConditionHeatFlux of the ThermalBridges(152.4mm) for
Different Combinationsof HTS Materialsand Substrates
I
i|
Superconductor/Substrate 11 Heat Flux at the Warm End
Combination Thermal Bridges ][ (W/m z)
YBCO/YSZ 483.237
B SCCO/YSZ 380.095
YBCO/Fused Silica* 260.383
BSCCO/Fused Silica* 157.302
YB CO/Green 2415.429
Manganin 3321.5
* indicates the heat fluxes obtained by the program SINDA
and the heat fluxes (1.5 times or 0.5 times the original heat flux used for the 152.4 mm
case) on the thermal bridge models. Therefore, the heat fluxes for the various cases
are required for performing the mathematical analysis. Since Table 4.2 contains the heat
fluxes for 152.4 mm, the heat fluxes for 101.6 mm were calculated by multiplying the
given heat flux by the ratios of the lengths. The different values of heat flux of the
thermal bridges were obtained by multiplying by 1.5 or 0.5, respectively, to achieve 50
percent higher or 50 percent lower heat fluxes at the boundary condition. The heat fluxes
for the superconductors with the fused silica substrates were calculated using the software
SINDA. The calculated values did not originally correspond accurately to a temperature
of 80 K at the heat flux end of the thermal bridges. Therefore, the heat flux value at this
end of the thermal bridge was modified, i.e. increased or decreased, in the SINDA input
file until this end temperature reached approximately 80 K.
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4.2.1 Verification of the Heat Flux at the Warm End
The thermal conductivity plots (Figures 4.3 to 4.10) for the material were curve-
fitted to obtain the equations, provided in Appendix B, of the thermal conductivities,
K(T). Then the equations were integrated with respect to temperature and multiplied by
the length of the thermal bridge to determine the heat fluxes, tabulated in Table 4.1. Also
in Table 4.1, these results are compared to the heat fluxes determined by the FORTRAN
program in QFLUX.FOR. The comparison indicates that the heat fluxes calculated from
the two different methods correlate to each other within 0.5 percent and therefore, verifies
the program QFLUX.FOR used to calculate the heat fluxes using the experimental data.
4.3 Geometric Modeling of the Thermal Bridges
PATRAN is used as the pre- and post-processing software to construct and mesh
(divide) the geometric model of the thermal bridge into nodes and elements. SINDA, a
finite difference program, is used to obtain the temperature distributions along the thermal
.bridges and the heat transfer into and out of the models. Interface software is
implemented between PATRAN and SINDA to shuttle the data back and forth between
these two programs.
The three types of geometric model in the analysis are the manganin wires, the
superconductor leads printed on a substrate, and the superconductor leads with buffer
layers printed on a substrate. The manganin wires were modeled as a single wire due to
the assumed one-dimensionality of the problem. In addition, the resistance self-heating
through the manganin wires was neglected in this analysis to simplify the heat transfer
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analysisthrough the manganinleads. Sincethe HTS materialsdo not have electrical
resistanceat cryogenic conditions, the comparisonof the heat transfer through the
manganinandthe HTS materialswill beconservative.
The two typesof theHTS thermalbridgesweremodeledsimilarly to eachother
exceptfor the buffer layer,which is thematerialplacedbetweenthe superconductorand
thelead. Sinceradiationandconvectionwereassumedto benegligible,i.e. no external
heat transfer,the problemwassimplified by lumping the individual leadsof the HTS
'materialsasa single leadon thesubstrate.As part of simplifying the modelingprocess
further, one-half of the HTS thermal bridges were modeled by using an insulated
boundarycondition at theplaneof symmetryin additionto lumping the HTS leadsasa
single lead. The initial intentionwasto model the individual HTS leadson a substrate
in orderto beableto incorporatetheradiationinto theexperimentaldesignin thefuture.
However,even runningthis symmetricalmodel provedto be an inefficient process. In
fact, a first run of the symmetricmodel for theYBCO/YSZ thermalbridgeof 152.4mm
in length indicatedthatthe temperaturesdid notconvergeafter 50hoursof running time.
The expectedtemperatureat thewarm endof the thermalbridgeis approximately80 K,
but the temperatureonly reached78.5K. In orderfor the model to convergewithin a
reasonablerunningtime, thenumberof iterationsneededto be reduced. The numberof
iterationsdependson thenodesandelementsof thefinite differencemodelof the thermal
bridges. Therefore,the running time dependson the number of nodesand elements.
Hence,only one-halfof the thermalbridgewasmodeledassuminga single-leadprinted
on a substrateto minimize thenumberof nodesandelements.
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In order to validatethis simplification, the symmetricalmodel (with individual
leads)of a shorterYBCO/YSZ thermalbridge (101.6mm in length)was first modeled
with PATRAN and analyzedby the SINDA program. Then, a simplified model (with
lumped leads) of the samematerial wasconstructedand analyzed. The temperature
distributions for the symmetricalmodel and the simplified model of the YBCO/YSZ
thermalbridge (101.6mm) areprovidedasFigure4.11. The two curveson this figure
indicate that the temperaturedistributionscorrelate within 0.6 percent which is an
acceptable allowance for using this simplified model in place of the original, symmetrical
model of the HTS thermal bridge.
4.4 Finite Difference Method
The software PATRAN was used to build the geometric model of the thermal
bridges, and then SINDA was used to divide the geometric shapes into elements and
nodes for the finite difference method. These results from PATRAN are referred to as
the node and conductor data and are inputs to the SINDA input file. The SINDA input
file was created to solve a steady-state problem. The results from SINDA analysis were
the temperature distributions and the heat transferred in and out of the thermal bridges.
Details of running the programs PATRAN and SINDA are provided in Appendix C and
D, respectively.
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CHAPTER 5
Results and Discussion
The following subsections contain the comparison of the results between the HTS
materials and the manganin wires. In addition, the temperature distributions and the heat
transfer in and out of the thermal bridges for the two case studies comparing the effects
of the lengths and the heat fluxes on the different types of the thermal bridges are given.
The temperature distributions are not intended to determine the heat load on the cryogen.
Their main purpose is to provide temperature gradients to be used in the future thermal
conductivity measurements. In addition, the temperature distributions for the manganin
wires do not take into consideration the electrical self-heating and, therefore, the results
for the manganin are conservative estimates.
5.1 Effect of the Thermal Bridge Length
Two different lengths of the thermal bridges were analyzed to study the effect of
the length on the temperature distribution and the heat load on the cryogen. The overall
behavior of the temperature distribution for each type of material did not change when
the lengths of the thermal bridges were changed. In fact, the temperature distributions
for each model stayed relatively similar, as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for the 152.4
mm and 101.6 mm lengths, respectively. However, the temperature distribution for
manganin is higher in comparison to the distributions of the HTS materials. As
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mentioned earlier, the temperature distributions of manganin do not include Joulean
heating. However, this effect will be included in future work pertaining to this research.
The temperature distributions do not aid in determining which materials are the
best candidates for minimizing the heat transfer to the detector. The best candidates are
the temperature gradient and the thermal conductivity of the materials since the heat
transfer due to conduction follows Fourier Law. Since the temperature distributions do
not clearly show which materials have the larger temperature gradients, there is no
obvious indication that an HTS thermal bridge has lower heat flow than the manganin
leads.
However, an interesting result may be seen from Figures 5.1 and 5.2. For the
materials YBa2Cu3OT. x (YBCO) lines on yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ, 10wt%, cubic)
and BiSrCaCu20 _ (BSCCO) lines on YSZ, the temperature distributions along the length
of the thermal bridges have a strong correlation. According to Fourier's law, if the
materials have similar temperature gradients with a constant heat flux, the overall
resistance should be the same. Since these two materials have similar temperature
gradients, their resistance should be closely related. The overall resistance for the HTS
thermal bridges consist of the thermal conductivities of the superconductor and the
substrate. In order for the resistance to be similar between the YBCO/YSZ and the
'BSCCO/YSZ thermal bridges, the substrate must be the dominant factor in the
determination of the heat flow through the thermal bridges.
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5.2 Effect of the Heat Flux
The effect of increasing and decreasing the individual heat flux for each thermal
bridge is different. The different boundary conditions were implemented in the analysis
by changing the heat flux values in the SINDA input file, Appendix D. Figure 5.3 shows
the effect of higher heat flux and it shows that the HTS materials are no longer desirable
at a temperature greater than 80 K, because beyond this temperature the slope of the
temperature distributions for the HTS materials are steeper than that of manganin. The
steeper slope indicates higher temperature gradients which can possibly translate to a
higher heat transfer. This observation is not a clear indication that the heat transfer
through the thermal bridges are greater than manganin since the heat transfer is both a
function of temperature gradients and thermal conductivities.
However, the results of Figure 5.3 consider the electrical ramifications of using
HTS materials. There is "a rule of thumb" that the superconductors can be used in
applications which operate at or below 3/4 of their critical temperature since, at this point,
the superconductors have reached almost 1/4 of their critical current density. In order to
use the superconductors in the sensor satellite, they must be operated at temperatures at
or below 80 K since their critical temperatures are 95 K for the YBCO and 100 K for
BSCCO. Therefore, these superconductors are not electrically sufficient to be used in
applications beyond 80 K.
The temperature distributions for the lower heat flux case are plotted in Figure 5.4.
These plots indicate similar behavior to the ones encountered for the 152.4 mm case in
Figure 5.1, with the manganin thermal bridge displaying a higher temperature distribution
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than the HTS thermal bridges. However,the resultsfor the HTS thermal bridgesare
relatively similar to eachanotherin comparison.
5.3 Thermal Load on the Cryogen
The heat loads using the different thermal bridge materials are tabulated in Table
5.1. In first considering the effect of the length for each material, the results indicate that
longer thermal bridges have lower heat loads than the shorter ones, as expected.
Considering the effect of heat flux, the heat loads associated with larger heat fluxes are
larger than those associated with the lower heat fluxes, also as one would expect. Finally,
the HTS materials display a lower heat load when compared to the manganin wires. The
results obtained are the heat flux calculated earlier in Table 4.1 multiplied by the cross-
sectional area.
Earlier investigations by NASA (Wise et al., 1992) have indicated that the heat
load placed on the cryogen by the manganin wires is at least 20 percent of the total heat
load on the cryogen. First, the heat load on the cryogen due to 152.4 mm long manganin
was assumed to be 20 percent. Then, the heat load by the other materials were calculated
in comparison to the manganin (152.4 mm long) and tabulated as Table 5.2. The results
indicate a minimum of almost 5 percent heat load on the cryogen due to the HTS thermal
bridges (specifically the BiSrCaCu20 x on Fused Silica substrate) which is almost a 15
percent reduction in the heat load being currently placed on the cryogen by the manganin
wires. In terms of the satellite mission lifetime, a 15 percent savings means over 9-month
extension on a satellite with 5-year mission.
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For the case of 152.4 mm length, the BSCCO/FSILICA combination has the
smallest percentage of the heat load (4.9 percent) on the cryogen and the YBCO/GREEN
has the largest heat load (74.7 percent) compared to the other materials. The heat load
for the next case of 101.6 mm length, which shows smaller heat load (7.3 percent) for
BSCCO/FSILICA and larger heat load (112.6 percent) for YBCO/GREEN, are greater
than the results for the 152.4 mm long case, but the order of smallest-to-largest heat load
on the cryogen among the materials is identical to the one for the 152.4 mm case.
The next consideration is the effect of the heat flux on the thermal bridges. The
order of the BSCCO/FSILICA combination having the smallest heat load (7.3 percent)
and the YBCO/GREEN thermal bridge having the largest heat load (112.4 percent) are
repeated for the cases of the higher and the lower heat flux of the thermal bridges. The
higher heat flux indicates higher heat load and the lower heat flux indicates lower heat
load in comparison to the first case study (case a in Table 5.2).
One of the objectives of this research was to compare quantitatively the
performance of the HTS materials with the manganin wires, and one method to
accomplish this objective is to accurately model the thermal conditions of the sensor
satellite within the experimental design. Since the temperature at the warm end of the
thermal bridges needs to be at approximately 80 K, the case study of the heat flux is not
as applicable as the effect of the length. However, the allowable lengths for the thermal
bridges are limited to the range from 101.6 mm to 152.4 mm.
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Sincethe goal of the researchis to minimize the heatload on the cryogen,i.e.
increasethe thermalsavings,theresultsfor the 152.4mm long bridge (casea) aremore
desirablefor further investigation. Amongstthethermalbridgesfor this particular case,
the lowest heat load of 5.2 percentcan be obtainedby using the BSCCO/FSILICA
thermalbridge. Therefore,assumingthatthe total heatload by currentmanganinleads
are20 percent,thetotal heatloadby theelectricalleadscanbe reducedby 15.1percent.
This percentageis theamountof thecryogenwhichcanbesavedin cooling the detector.
Hence,the 15.1percentcryogensavingstranslatesto overa 9-monthextensionon afive-
yearmission. The extensionon the life of a 5-yearmissionby replacingthe currently
usedmanganinwiresaresummarizedasTable5.3. Theminussignin Table5.3 indicates
that the life of themissionsatelliteis reducedby the indicatedamountif this particular
type of thermal bridge is used. The maximumlife extensionof 9.1 months can be
achievedby usingtheBSCCO/FSILICAthermalbridgematerialin placeof themanganin
wires.
The materialwith themaximumlife extensioncorrelatesto thematerialwith the
lowestheatload,asmentionedearlier. Thenextsmallestheatload of 8.1 percentcanbe
obtainedby YBCO/FSILICA thermalbridgewhich is a3.2 percenthigherheatloadthan
BSCCO/FSILICA model. From Figures4.2 and4.3, the thermalconductivitiesof the
superconductors,YBCO andBSCCOareseento bedifferent. In fact, YBCO hasalmost
three times the thermal conductivity of the BSCCO superconductor. Since the heat
transfer throughthe thermalbridgesare functionsof the thermalconductivity and the
temperaturegradients,theresultsshouldindicatethat YBCO hasa significantly larger
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heat load than the BSCCO because of its larger thermal conductivity. However, that is
not the case as mentioned earlier since the thermal savings by these two superconductors
differ by 3.2 percent. Since the heat transfer through the thermal bridges takes into effect
both the thermal conductivities of the superconductor and substrate material and since the
substrate material for these combinations of thermal bridges is the same, the observation
is that the substrate material seems to be the driving force in determining the thermal
savings. As a confirmation, compare the thermal conductivities of the Green phase with
the YSZ and Fused Silica substrates, as shown in Figure 5.5. These plots of Figure 5.5
indicate that the thermal conductivities ranging from largest to smallest places in order
the substrate GREEN first followed by YSZ and then by fused silica. The results from
Table 5.1 follow the same scheme for YBCO printed on the mentioned substrates,
GREEN, YSZ, and fused silica. The YBCO/fused silica has the lowest heat load (highest
thermal savings) in comparison to the YBCO/YSZ and YBCO/GREEN. Therefore, the
substrate material indeed has the most effect on the heat transfer through the thermal
bridges and hence, the thermal savings.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
The goal of the research project was to assess the feasibility of replacing the
currently used manganin wires with the I-ITS materials printed on ceramic type substrates
as electronic leads in cryogenic infrared sensor satellites. The research included designing
an experiment which measures the heat loss through the different materials and the
thermal conductivity of the HTS materials in space. As part of the investigation, five
combinations of superconductor/substrate thermal bridges were compared to the manganin.
These combinations are YBa2Cu3OT.x lines on yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ, 10wtpercent,
cubic); BiSrCaCu20 x lines on YSZ; YBa2Cu3OT.x lines on fused silica (3000 angstroms
buffer layer of zirconia); BiSrCaCu20 x lines on fused silica (3000 angstroms buffer layer
of zirconia); and YBa2Cu3OT. x lines on 211 (Green) Phase. The results, summarized in
Table 5.2, indicated that in the worst case there is over 74.7 percent and for the best case
there is less than 5 percent heat load by the electrical instrumentation (thermal bridges)
on the cryogen if the manganin wires are replaced by the I-ITS thermal bridges. In fact,
four of the five HTS materials showed heat loads less than 15 percent. Considering the
currently used manganin wires display heat load of about 20 percent, most of the HTS
thermal bridges are potential replacements for the manganin wires as electronic leads in
cryogenic infrared sensor satellites.
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CHAPTER 7
Recommendations for Future Studies
For the short-term, there are several important analyses which need to be
performed before the experiment can be ready for actual spaceflight. First, the support
mechanism for the HTS thermal bridges needs to be selected and then qualified
structurally for a potential spaceflight. The design of the support system is currently
underway. The conduction analysis of the supports need to be incorporated into the
current experimental design to accurately model the thermal bridges. In addition, a
radiative-conductive mathematical model of the thermal bridges needs to be constructed
and added to the thermal analysis of the thermal bridges (electrical instrumentation).
Although the radiation effect on the thermal bridges is expected to be negligible in
comparison to the conduction, the radiation can be a significant factor when a model is
analyzed in the environment of a vacuum with low temperatures.
Considering the results of the mathematical analysis indicating a strong correlation
between the substrate material and the heat transfer through the HTS thermal bridges, it
is important to select the substrate with lower thermal conductivity in minimizing the heat
transfer. In addition, if the dimensions of the substrate can be decreased, the heat transfer
through the HTS thermal bridges will also decrease.
Another key feature which needs to be incorporated into the current experimental
.design is to send electronic signals through the leads. Currently, there is no measurement
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which can be made to determineif or when a superconductorlead is destroyedor
damaged.Currently,anyfailure in the leadswill rendertheentiredatacollectedin space
invalid becausethere is no way to determinewhen the data becamecorrupted. By
sending anelectronicsignal throughthe leadsand monitoring the signals, the time at
which a superconductorleadsfail can bedetermined. If it is determinedthat the lead
crackedafter the launch,all dataare invalid. If it howeverwasdestroyedduring the
landing,the datacollectedfor themissionis still valid. This meansthat the acceptable
datawill not be declareduselessin the caseof the secondscenario. In addition, this
featurewill offer the methodto obtainthe effectiveheattransferthroughthe manganin
wires.
For a long-term,a prototypeof the final experimentaldesignwill be built for
groundtesting. The groundtestedexperimentwill bemodifiedaccordinglyto be ready
for a spaceflightmissionon the shuttle.
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APPENDIX A
QFLUX.FOR Program
This section includes the program QFLUX.FOR in Table A. 1 which was used to
determine the heat flux at the warm end of the thermal bridges for different types of
materials which include the high-temperature superconductors, manganin, copper, and the
substrates.
Table A.1 Program Listing for 'QFLUX.FOR'
4{
HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTION
by Kasey M. Lee
February 17, 1994
DESCRIPTION: DETERMINE THE HEAT FLUX AT THE WARM END OF
THE THERMAL ISOLATOR TO MAINTAIN A TEMPERATURE
OF 80 K
,It
SET PARAMETERS
DIMENSION T(100), XK(100)
SET CONSTANTS
XL = 0.1524
TOTA = 0.0
* OPEN DATA
CONDUCTIVITY
FILE TO READ IN TEMPERATURE AND THERMAL
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,It
OPEN (1,FILE='MANGANIN.DAT')
READ IN FRIST LINE OF THE DATA FILE
READ(l,*) ND
READ IN TEMPERATURE AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
DO 1 I=I,ND
READ(I,*) T(I), XK(I)
CONTINUE
CALCULATE HEAT FLUX
NUM =ND- 1
DO 2 I=I,NUM
J=I+l
IF (XK(I).LT.XK(J)) THEN
TCMAX = XK(J)
TCMIN = XK(I)
ELSE
TCMAX = XK(I)
TCMIN = XK(J)
END IF
DT = ABS(T(I) - T(J))
AREA = TCMIN * DT + (DT/2.0) * (TCMAX - TCMIN)
TOTA = TOTA + AREA
CONTINUE
PRINT OUT THE HEAT FLUX
QHOT = TOTA/XL
WRITE(*,*) 'HEAT FLUX = ', QHOT
CLOSE THE DATA FILE
CLOSE(UNIT=l)
END
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Equations of Thermal Conducfivities
This section states the equations for the thermal conductivities of the materials
used in the experimental design which includes the high-temperature superconductors, the
substrates, copper, and manganin. The general thermal conductivity equation is:
K(T) =a +bT+cT 2+dT 3+eT 4+fT 5+gT 6 (6)
The constants a, b, c, d, e, f, and g are provided in Table B.1 on the following
page for the materials used studied in this project. Since the data points are sparse for
copper, only six coefficients were required to determine the thermal conductivity of this
material.
The thermal conductivities were determined by using a graphics software AXUM
(1993) which curve-fitted the data of the thermal conductivities provided in Figures 4.3
through 4.10 in Section 4.0 of this report.
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Procedural Stepsfor Creating a Mathematical Model
This section includes the steps required to create a geometrical model in PATRAN
and then be able to translate the information to be used in SINDA, the finite difference
software to obtain the temperature distributions and the heat in and out of the thermal
bridges.
D.1 Modeling in PATRAN
PATRAN is a software set-up for pre- and post-processing for other finite element
and difference programs, such as SINDA. PATRAN was mainly used as a tool to
construct the geometry of the thermal bridges and mesh the models into finite number of
elements with nodes. There are three basic shapes, a line, a patch, and a hyperpatch,
which are used to construct any type of geometry. A patch is a two-dimensional surface
which can be rectangular or circular. A hyperpatch is a three-dimensional solid. There
are various commands, such as tracing and extruding, that can be used to construct these
three basic geometries. This section provides an example of the simplest form of creating
these basic shapes. For the other methods and help, refer to the PATRAN manuals.
Starting in PATRAN
After having logged into the workstation, follow the subsequent steps to run the
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softwarePATRAN. Rememberto go to the X-Windows to take the full advantageof
using PATRAN. PATRAN will not run within anyotherdisplays.
o Type "PATRAN" in the command line in the workstation. The screen will ask
for the mnemonic device.
2. Enter "xwn".
. The PATRAN software display is activated on the monitor. Type "GO". Then
type "1" for a new file or "2" for an old file. Since this is the first run of using
PATRAN, type "1 ".
Creating a Geometrical Model
o Select "1" for Geometry. Then the screen will display "Input Command or End".
If you wish to end this exercise at any time, select the end options or type "END".
For now, the following will include the steps to create a line, a patch, or a
hyperpatch.
5. The general command for creating a line, a patch or a hyperpatch is:
Shape, ID,, dx/dy/dz/ordoy/oz
where: Shape = LINE, PATCH, or HPAT
ID = an identification number for the shape (this number is arbitrary)
dx/dy/dz = the length of the shape in the x, y, or z direction,
respectively
ordoy/oz = the originating coordinate of the shape (this is the point
where the dx/dy/dz values are added in order to create the
shape)
. Use the commands provided in step 5 to create the entire model or type "END"
to return to the main menu.
Creating the Meshed Elements and Nodes
7. The general command for creating elements and nodes are:
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MESH, L-ID/P-ID/HP-ID, ELEM, ISO, Length, Prop-ID or MAT-ID
where: L-ID = a line with an identification number (e.g. L10 which indicates
the line with ID of 10)
P-ID = a patch with an identification number
HP-ID = a hyperpatch with an identification number
ELEM = the shape of the elements (choices are quad for surfaces and
hex for solids)
ISO = the type of mesh (isoparametric is chosen because it is the best
congruent form of meshing)
Length = the length of the element
Prop-ID or
MAT-ID = for boundary surfaces, it is better to place a property
identification number which can be any arbitrary number
for solids (hyperpatches), place a material-ID, by typing "M"
followed by the material identification number (e.g. M1 indicates
that the elements meshed in this commands will all have the
material ID of 1)
Type "EQUIV". Select "2" for Geometric equivalencing and then, "1" for all.
Answer "Y" to any question that the program prompts you during this process.
This process is done to insure that there are no duplicate nodes and so that a
minimum number of nodes are created for the model.
This step is included for boundary conditions. If there are no boundary conditions
in the problem, proceed on to the next step. Two consecutive steps are required
to create the boundary conditions. First general command is:
PFEG, P-ID, ELEM, MAT-ID//thk, Prop-ID
where P-ID = a patch identification number (e.g. P1)
ELEM = the shape of the elements created for the patch (QUAD or
HEX)
MAT-ID = a material identification number (this option is left blank if
the boundary condition is a fixed temperature)
thk = a thickness of the patch
Prop-ID = a property identification number which is the same number
assigned when the patches were meshed
The second general command depends on the type of boundary conditions. Since
a fixed temperature and a heat flux are the most common ones, they will be
provided as examples of creating the boundary conditions.
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10.
11.
For a fixed temperature,type thefollowing:
DFEG,P-ID,TEMP/E, temp/-1
by enteringthepatchidentificationnumberfor P-ID (e.g.P10)and the valuefor
the temp. The "-1" at the end of the command indicates that this is a boundary
condition.
For a heat flux, type the following command:
DFEG, P-ID, HEAT/E, heat/l/2
by entering the patch identification number for P-ID and the value of the heat flux
for "heat". The "112" option at the end of the command indicates that it is a heat
source on the boundary and that it is in the form of Watts per area (W/A).
The general command for creating the material properties is as follows:
PMAT, MAT-ID, ANI, 3, C, 1.0,,,3, k, 1.0
where MAT-ID = the material identification number
C = the SINDA array number for the specific heat of the element
material
k = the SINDA array number for the thermal conductivity of the
element material
The SINDA array number is a number in the program SINDA which provides the
data for the material properties required to do the analysis. For instance, the
specific heat for a certain type of material in SINDA can be represented by "10".
This array number will give the values of the specifics heats at various
temperatures for this specific material.
Select the end options or type "end" to return to the main menu.
Translating PATRAN Data to SINDA
12. The following steps provide a way to translate the information created in
PATRAN into SINDA to be able to run the finite difference model. The first step
is to create a neutral file by selecting "5" for SINDA option.
13. Select "1" for neutral file and then, "1" again for output. Select "1" for all and
answer "y" to the questions prompted in this procedure.
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14.
15.
After the neutralfile hasbeencreated,the programwill prompt for a translation
option, to or from SINDA. Make certain that a skeletonfile with the same
basenameof the SINDA file that you are creating exists. For instance,if a
SINDA input file "example.sin"is going to becreated,thena skeletonfile by the
name"example.ssk"mustexistbeforethetranslatoris activated. For now,select
"2" to translatefrom PATRAN to SINDA. A new window for the translator,
PATSIN, from PATRAN to SINDA programis displayedon thescreen. Hit the
enterkey once. Select"1" for the translationoption. Enter the basenameof the
filename for the SINDA input file (e.g. examplefor example.sin). Then the
screenwill askif theneutralfile is thesameastheSINDA input file, type in the
appropriateneutral filenameif it is different. The translatorwill processthe
information from theneutralfile to theSINDA input f'de. When it hascompleted
this task,errormessageswill bedisplayed.Theerrormessagesareusuallysaved
under"patsin.msg".Thenselect"3" to endthetranslationandreturnto PATRAN.
Select"6" to stoprunningPATRAN. If therewereerrorsobtainedin creatingthe
SINDA input file, makecertainthesearecorrectedbeforeproceedingon to the
nextphaseof the modelingwhich is running SINDA.
Running SINDA
16. First edit the SINDA input files to follow the similar formats of the SINDA input
file provided as Appendix C in this report. Send the input file to NASA-LaRC
to run SINDA.
17. Inside the NASA-LaRC account, type the following:
/bin/time/usr/Sinda/bin/sinda basename.sin >& basename.opp &
The basename is the name of the SINDA input f'de. This step allows the program
to be run in the background. The basename.opp is the file where the information
processed in the run is saved. This file allows a user to determine where the
errors occurred if any did occur during the run.
In order to run several programs, it is better to run them consecutively and not all
at once because it slows the process. The command to use is the "sleep"
command which can be implemented using the following command:
(sleep 3600;/bin/time/usr/Sinda/bin/sinda basename.sin >& basename.opp &)
The only difference between this command and the one mentioned prior in this
step is the parenthesis and the "sleep 3600". This particular sleep command states
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that this input file will not beprocessedthroughSINDA until 3600secondshave
passed.Thetime allocatedfor the processto occuris arbitrary, i.e. the usercan
type in any time andnot just 3600seconds.
18. The resultsfrom theSINDA is thebasename.sotfile which is the outputfile that
contains the temperature distributions and the energy balance of the mode/.
SINDA to PATRAN Translation
19. First transfer the SINDA output file from NASA-LaRC to VPI & SU.
20. The translator from SINDA output file to PATRAN is SINPAT. Therefore, type
"sinpat" on the workstation.
21. Select "1" to translate the results. Type in the basename of the file (e.g. example
is the basename of the output file "example.sot"). Enter "y" and then hit the enter
key twice for the next two prompts. Type "2" for the case to be translated. The
elements and nodes files, example2.els.1 and example2.nod.1 respectively, are
created. Type "q" to exit to the main menu of SINPAT. If the user wishes to
translate more output files, then repeat the steps outlined in this procedural step.
If not, then select "7" to end the program.
Note that there may be more than 2 time indices for the output file. If so, it
means that the criteria set for the model were not met during the analysis. This
means that the results obtained are not accurate because the nodal temperatures
have not converged and/or the energy balances have not been satisfied. It is
recommended then that the user tighten the criteria in the SINDA input file and
restart the process from step 16 until the temperatures have converged and the
energy balance has been fulfilled.
Display Temperature Distributions (Results) in PATRAN
22. Repeat steps 1 through 3 except in step 3, select "2" to recall the geometry file
which has already been created.
'23. Type "SET,XFR,ON". This option allows the temperature distributions to be
displayed in continuous tones of colors. In order to view the temperatures better,
type "SET,LABELS,OFF", "SET,LINES,OFF", "NODES,1T#,ERASE", and
"SET,AHIDE,OFF".
24. Select "4" from the main menu to display the results. Type "2" for external data,
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"4" for nodal, "1" for the first column, and "1" for contours. Type the nodal
filenamethatyouwishto display,for example,type"example2.nod.1". Thentype
"1" for autoand "7" for plot. The temperaturedistributionsalong the modelare
displayed.
25. The hardcopy for the temperaturedistributions can be obtained by typing
"SET,HARDCOPY,ON".Re-select"7". Selecttheendoptionsand/ortype "end"
to exit from PATRAN.
26. The hardcopyfrom PATRAN is savedas patran.hrd.#where# standsfor the
numberrelatedto thefile created.Type "postscript"to translatethepatran.hrdfile
to postscriptfile. Inside the postscriptsoftware,type "invc" to obtain a color
postscript file of the results. The resultingpostscriptfile is ps.plt.# where#
relatesto the numberof the file that hasbeenrun.
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Sinda Input File
This section contains the SINDA input file used to determine the temperature
distributions of the thermal bridges and the heat transfer in and out of the thermal bridges.
Table D.1. Sinda Input File
HEADER OPTIONS DATA
TITLE Thermal Isolator Temperature and Heat Flux Distribution
C
MODEL = thiso
OUTPUT = modell.sot
C
HEADER CONTROL DATA,GLOBAL
C
TIMEO = 0.0*3600.
TIMEND = 0.0*3600.
UID = SI
NLOOPS = 10000
ABSZRO - -273.15
'C
C
C
CRITERIA FOR CONVERGENCE
ARLXCA = 0.002
DRLXCA = 0.002
EBALSA = .01
EBALNA = .01
C
C
HEATER ARRAY DATA,INST
C
C BEGIN NON PATSIN GENERATED ARRAY DATA
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
**************METRIC ***************
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES IN W / cm K
REFERENCES: 1 - Christopher Newport University
2 - Emerson & Cunnings Catalogue
3 - Caton and Selim Report
4 - Minco Products
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF kapton insulation (ref: 4)
21 = 25.0, 0.16
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITYOF YBaCuO (ref. 1)
21 = -269.15,.315,-252.83, 1.94,-251.74, 2.06,
-250.52, 2.17,
-249.3, 2.3,-248.11, 2.39,-246.9, 2.47,
-245.69, 2.6,-244.54, 2.69,-243.33, 2.76,
-242.11
-238.41
-234.55
-230.83.
-227.01.
-223.27.
-219.48.
-215.75.
-211.93.
-208.23.
2.91,-240.82, 2.97,-239.6, 3.05,
3.13,-237.08, 3.18,-235.88, 3.24,
3.3,-233.33, 3.35,-232.02, 3.39,
3.46,-229.49, 3.48,-228.31, 3.51,
3.55,-225.81, 3.57,-224.49, 3.61,
3.61,-221.99, 3.6,-220.79, 3.61,
3.63,-218.27,3.63,-216.95, 3.63,
3.62,-214.46, 3.62,-213.24, 3.62,
3.61,-210.74, 3.62,-209.43, 3.6,
3.6,-206.92, 3.58,-205.72, 3.58,
-204.51, 3.57, -203.21, 3.55, -202.02, 3.54,
-200.8, 3.54, -199.5, 3.53, -198.28, 3.51,
-197.0, 3.52, -195.79, 3.51, -194.49, 3.5,
-193.3, 3.49, -191.99, 3.47, -190.78, 3.46,
-189.47 3.45, -188.28, 3.46,-186.97, 3.43,
-185.76
-181.96
-178.25
-174.43
-170.71
- 167.02
3.42,
3.39,
3.34,
3.32,
3.29,
3.25
-184.49, 3.42,-183.27, 3.41,
-180.75, 3.37,-179.47, 3.37,
-176.93, 3.33,-175.73, 3.33,
-173.21, 3.29,-171.95, 3.29,
-169.51, 3.28,-168.21, 3.26,
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITYOF BiSrCaCu(2)O(x)(reL
21 = -269.15,.312,-250.15, 0.56,-225.65, 0.88,
-212.15, 1.00,
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C
C
C
C
-205.15, 1.02,-195.15,1.02,-173.15,0.97
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
11= -269.15,.444,-263.15,.5,
Yttrium StabilizedZirconia (YSZ1) (inf. 1)
-255.58,.59,
-254.55,.58,-252.82,.59,
-251.22,.61, -249.41,.64, -247.61,.64,
-246.01,.67, -244.26,.68, -242.51,.71,
-240.69,.73, -238.97,.74, -237.11,.76,
-235.37,.77, -233.59,.79, -231.87,.8,
-230.06,.8, -228.35,.81, -226.53,.83,
-224.79,.84, -222.99,.84, -221.29,.85,
-219.5, .86,-217.8, .87,-215.96,.88,
-214.24,.88, -212.43,.89, -210.72,.9,
-208.9,.91, -207.22,.91,-205.42,.93,
-203.71,.94, -202.0,.94,-200.32,.96,
-198.48
- 193.29
-187.97
-182.75
-177.45
-172.23
-167.01
-161.71
-156.46
-151.15,
.96, -196.81,.98,-194.99,.99,
.99,-191.5, 1.01,-189.78,1.02,
1.04,-186.26,1.04,-184.48,1.05,
1.06,-180.95,1.08,-179.25,1.09,
1.1,-175.71, 1.11,-173.93,1.11,
1.13,-170.39,1.14,-168.7,1.15,
1.17,-165.19,1.18,-163.48,1.18,
1.2,-159.95, 1.21,-158.19,1.22,
1.25,-154.67,1.26,-152.98,1.27,
1.28
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FusedSilica (ref.1)
11= -269.15,.0275,-255.89,.1, -254.54,.11,
-252.75,.12,
-251.05,.12, -249.35,.14, -247.59,.15,
-246.0,.16, -244.23,.17, -242.5,.18,
-240.68,.19, -238.98,.2, -237.22,.22,
-235.41,.23, -233.66,.24, -231.87,.26,
-230.16,.27, -228.33,.28,-226.65,.3,
-224.8, .31, -223.12,.32,-221.3,.33,
-219.62 .34, -217.8,.36,-216.08,.37,
-214.27 .38,
-209.03 .41,
-203.84 .44,
-198.63 .48,
-193.33 .52,
-188.08 .56,
-182.77 .59,
-212.58,
-207.24
-202.07
-196.83
-191.63
-186.29
-181.07
.39,-210.73
.43,-205.52
.46, -200.34
.49,-195.13
.54, -189.79
.57, -184.57
.61, -179.27
.4,
.44,
.47,
.51,
.55,
.58,
.61,
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-177.54,.62, -175.75,.64, -174.03,.65,
-172.25,.66, -170.51,.67, -168.82,.68,
-167.05,.69, -165.32,.7, -163.51,.71,
-161.82,.72, -160.01,.74, -158.28,.75,
-156.49,.75, -154.78,.77, -152.99,.78,
-151.28,.79
C
C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF Green(211) Phase(ref. 1)
11= -269.15 .787,-256.65,3.12, -250.65,4.24,
-245.65.4.93,
-240.65 5.68,-235.15,6.13,-223.15,6.5,
-218.15 6.38,-209.15,6.13,-199.15,5.68,
-185.15 5.13,-169.15,4.68, -160.65,4.38,
-153.15 4.2
C
C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ManganinWires (ref. 3)
11= -269.15,.5, -263.15,1.4,-253.15,3.2,
-243.15,4.9, -233.15,6.6, -223.15,8.2,
-213.15,9.6,-203.15, 10.9,-193.15,11.9
C
C
C
C
C
C
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF Stycast2850epoxy 24LV (ref. 2)
41 =-233.15, 1.00416
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF OFHCCopper(ref. 4)
31 = -269.15,250., -263.15,575.,-253.15,1200.,
-245.15,1250.0,-203.15,500.0,
-173.15,425.0
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ZIRCONIA (YSZ2) (ref. 1)
51 =-269.15, .24,-257.06, 1.3,-254.55,1.52,
-252.56,1.61,
-250.84,1.7,-249.08,
-245.6,1.91,-243.97,
-240.33 2.1,-238.63,
-235.14
-229.82
-224.55
-219.26
-214.04
-208.73
-203.53,
-198.31,
-193.14,
2.2,-233.37,
2.27,-228.13,2.29,
2.31,-222.75,2.32,
2.33,-217.56,2.34,
2.31,-212.26,2.33,
2.33,-207.03,2.34,
2.33,-201.85,2.34,
2.36,-196.64,2.36,
2.37,-191.33,2.38,
1.76,-247.37,1.82,
2.0,-242.17,2.07,
2.13,-236.89,2.19,
2.24,-231.67,2.26,
-226.3,2.31,
-221.06,2.32,
-215.76,2.34,
-210.54,2.33,
-205.23,2.34,
-200.16,2.37,
-194.85,2.37,
-189.62,2.4,
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
-187.83,2.41, -186.12,2.43, -184.32,2.42,
-182.6,2.42, -180.81,2.43, -179.12,2.45,
-177.3,2.46, -175.57,2.46, -173.78,2.46,
-172.08,2.47, -170.28,2.49, -168.57,2.49,
-166.87,2.5, -165.07,2.5, -163.36,2.51,
-161.57,2.53, -159.83,2.52, -158.05,2.55,
-156.32,2.56, -154.55,2.56, -152.85,2.59,
-151.02,2.58
Specific HeatData
Superconductoror kaptoninsulationSpecificHeat
20 = 25.0, 1.00
Substrateor manganinSpecificHeat
10= 25.0, 1.00
CopperSpecificHeat
30 = 25.0, 1.00
StycastSpecificHeat
40 = 25.0, 1.00
C
C Zirconia SpecificHeat
C 50 = 25.0, 1.00
C
C BRING IN NODE, CONDUCTOR,AND SOURCEDATA
C
include mang.dat
C
HEADER OPERATIONSDATA
BUILD THISO, INST
C
C
C
C
F
F
F100
C
C
EXECUTE SOLUTION SUBROUTINES
SET INITIAL TEMPERATURES FOR ALL NODES
DO 100 I = 1, NNOD
T(I) = -269.15
CONTINUE
CALL STDSTL
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CHEADER OUTPUTCALLS, INST
C
C CHANGE TEMPERATURETO KELVIN
F DO 200 ITEST = 1, NNOD
F T(ITEST) = T(ITEST) + 273.15
F200 CONTINUE
C
C PRINT TEMP TO OUTPUTFILE
IF (TIMEN.EQ.TIMEND)CALL TPRINT ('INST')
C
C CHANGE TEMPERATURE BACK TO CELSIUS
F DO 300 ITEST = 1, NNOD
F T(ITEST) = T(ITEST) - 273.15
F300 CONTINUE
C
C END
C
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